
Judge Discussion Questions 

 

 

1. In chapter one, Kien is startled by the Infinite’s voice. What emotions do you see in Kien’s 
response to his Creator? How would you react in a similar situation? 

2. In chapter three, Ela tells Kien to obey the Infinite’s orders. Do you believe Kien takes this 
warning seriously? Why or why not? 

3. What aspects of Kien’s personality and his role as a military judge cause difficulties in 
ToronSea? How does he justify or excuse his actions and judgments? Is Kien truly justified by 
doing what is right in his own opnion? 

4. How does the Infinite ultimately reveal His love and concern for Kien despite Kien’s failures? 
Do you sense your Creator’s love and concern for you as you face difficult situations or spiritual 
struggles? 

5. What signs does the Infinite give to Adar-iyr’s citizens to warn them of their impending 
destruction? Why does He warn them? How would you react if you were a citizen of Adar-iyr? 

6. What is Kien’s main spiritual obstacle in Adar-iyr? Does the Infinite give Kien guidelines or 
encouragement to successfully complete his mission?  

7. Throughout the book, Ela repeatedly faces enemies and situations requiring forgiveness. Do 
you believe she models the Infinite’s love and mercy as she confronts these situations?  

8. What spiritual differences between Adar-iyr and Parne determine the differing outcomes in 
each city? If you were a prophet, which situation would you rather face, and why? 

9. Do Kien and Ela sacrifice personal goals or passions to fulfill their work? Why? What do your 
own personal sacrifices reveal about you spiritually? 

10. Has Kien’s spiritual outlook changed by the time he returns home? Has his relationship with 
the Infinite changed? What does he now believe about his Creator and his own life? 

11. What do you believe is the Infinite’s prime motivation in Judge? In our own lives? 


